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Figure 8. Style reference used in the test dataset for single-
reference T2I style transfer.

Figure 9. Collections of styles used in the test dataset for multi-
reference T2I style transfer.

A. Test Dataset

We showcase the style references and prompts utilized in
our quantitative evaluation and user study in Figures 8 and
9, and Table 3. Renowned artworks have been sourced
from https://www.wikiart.org/, while others are
synthesized images collected from https://civitai.
com/.

“A robot” “A curly-haired girl wearing a red dress, she is dancing”
“A little boy playing football” “A monkey playing with a banana”
“A dog in the desert” “A pine tree with a snowman hugging it”
“A bird in a wood” “A stone with a face carved on it, standing on a pedestal in a museum”
“A kitten sleeping on a pillow” “A modern house with a pool”
“A daisy with a ladybug on it” “A house covered with ice and snow”
“Cherry blossom in full bloom” “People in gondolas on the river”
“solar system and galaxy” “A woman sitting on grass near a tree”
“A river with rapids and rocks” “A windmill on a hillside”
“Polar bears on the ice” “A woman sitting on grass near a tree”
“A snowy mountain peak” “A castle with steps leading up to it”
“A motorcycle” “A couple sitting on a swing seeing aurora”
“Sheep in autumn field” “A woman wearing a baseball cap”
“Volcano eruption” “Eiffel Tower in heavy lightning storm”
“A white rose” “A house made of cardboard boxes”
“A stone with a hole in it” “A bronze sculpture of an old man”
“A portrait of a rugby star” “A colosseum near a waterfall”
“A girl playing electric guitar”

Table 3. List of prompts used in the test dataset.

Style Reference Sample Sample with ACA

A village

A flamingo

Figure 10. Ablative results of the ACA.

B. Details on User Study

We randomly selected 40 generated images, encompassing
the entire spectrum of multi-reference style collections and
prompts. Results from LoRA [20], TI [14], and our Ar-
tAdapter were presented in a randomized order for users to
compare and rate on a seven-point scale. Responses were
solicited from 212 individuals, comprising both GenAI in-
dustry professionals and general users. Each participant
evaluated five image tuples randomly drawn from our se-
lection, yielding an aggregate of 1060 assessments.

https://www.wikiart.org/
https://civitai.com/
https://civitai.com/
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Figure 11. Adapting α. ArtAdapter enables users to scaling the α, effectively balance textual and style fidelity.
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Figure 12. Results with additional structural controls.

C. Extended Ablation Study

C.1. Auxiliary Content Adapter

Figure 10 demonstrates how the Auxiliary Content Adapter
(ACA) captures rough content structures, influencing the fi-
nal results. When employing ACA during the denoising
process, the content structures from style references will
be presented. Consequently, by omitting ACA during in-
ference, we can effectively remove these content structures
while retaining the style representation.

C.2. Adaptive α

Figure 11 illustrates the impact of the adaptive α, as defined
in Equation 2, during sampling. By adjusting the scaling
factor of α, users can tailor the balance between the style
elements from style references and the textual semantics. A
higher α scaling emphasizes style traits in the results, albeit
at the expense of textual semantics alignment, while a lower
scaling does the opposite. This flexibility empowers users
to generate results that align with their own preferences.

D. More Qualitative Results
In Figure 12, we demonstrate how effectively ArtAdapter
integrates with the existing T2I-Adapter [31], showcasing
its adaptability in exerting additional structural controls.
Further evaluations of ArtAdapter across a broader range of
styles are presented in Figures 13, 14, and 15. These results
underscore ArtAdapter’s impressive performance across di-
verse styles.



Style Reference

A peacock displaying its
vibrant feathers

A sailboat at sea A hot air balloon festival
with vibrant colors

A grand piano

A still life with vintage
camera

A gothic cathedral A dolphin jumping over
waves

A giraffe nibbling leaves
from a tree

A snow globe with a
winter scene inside

A bright toucan with a
colorful beak

A camel caravan in the
Desert

A vintage biplane soaring
through the clouds

A bridge over a stream An owl in a tree A campsite at dawn

Style Reference

A bouquet of flowers A cozy cabin with a
chimney

A vineyard

A classic muscle car A duck in a pondA cactus standing tall in
the desert

A castle on a hill

A woolen scarf wrapped
around a snowman

A vibrant tulip field

Figure 13. More results on single-reference T2I style transfer.



A bridge over a stream A Viking ship A rustic stone path
leading through a garden

Style Reference

A pond with lily pads
and a small bridge

A vineyard

A campfire at night A bee landing on a
vibrant sunflower

A rainbow over a valley

An astronaut floating in
space

A red barn in a snowy
landscape

A koala nestled in a
eucalyptus tree

A carved jack o' lantern
glowing at night

A garden gate covered
in ivy

An elephant A dandelion blown
away

Style Reference

A raccoon A bouquet of flowers

A library with ceiling
high bookshelves

Mushrooms in the
forest

A bonsai tree in a pot

A fountain in a park

A gothic cathedral

A cat in a cardboard
box

A chipmunk stuffing its
cheeks with nuts

Figure 14. More results on single-reference T2I style transfer.



A sandcastle on the
beach

A rowboat on a
peaceful pond at dawn

Style Reference

Clouds at sunset A horse near a barn

A field of lavender
under sunshine

An otter A pair of old boots by a
wooden door

A Buddha statue in a
temple

An alpine lake reflecting
the mountains

An oasis in the desert

A bright green gecko

A grizzly bear fishing in
a mountain stream

A campfire at night A zebra A Buddhist temple in
the mountains

Style Reference

A king's throne A swan swimming in a
lake

A candle casting a warm
glow in a dim room

Lightning striking a tree

A regal crown with
sparkling jewels

An old sailing ship in a
thunderstorm

A street lamp

A tent under the stars

A great waterfall

Figure 15. More results on single-reference T2I style transfer.



A cyberpunk city A Siamese cat A majestic stag standing
in the misty woods

Style References

A charming teacup with
a floral design

A historic steam train
crossing a trestle bridge

A blue cardinal perched
on a snowy branch

A waterfall in a forest

A pinecone on the
ground

A hedgehog curled up
in a little ball

A high tech space
station

A ballerina practicing at
the barre

A nest on a windowsill

A sled on a snowy hill A red fox A ring in a box

Style References

A surfer riding a giant
wave

A latte art A cat chasing butterflies

A wolf howling

An old typewriter

A meerkat standing
guard

A squirrel with an acorn

Footprints in the snow A bluw car

Figure 16. More results on multi-reference T2I style transfer.


